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elcome to our  

BIGGEST ISSUE YET!  

We have six, count ‘em—SIX fea-

tured creators, three full comics, 

one comic preview, a novel preview, 

and even a short story from yours 

truly! Oh and a new leading column! 

This issue is so big, I even cut the 

Editorial. Or maybe it was because I 

didn’t have anything interesting to 

say. You’ll never know.  

While I am editing my first book, 

which was the short series you all 

read in its nearly-rawest form over 

the last five issues, I am also work-

ing on a full-length novel, and going 

through the entire process along the 

#Publish2022 crew. Outlining tech-

nically finished last month, but I’m 

still fleshing out characters. I’m also 

quite a bit ahead on the writing 

so I’ve given myself a handicap 

month on the outline. When I’ve 

got a solid first chapter, I’ll be 

sharing it here first, as always.  

 

Anyway, don’t let me ramble on, 

nothing interesting to say, re-

member?  

 

Enjoy the issue!  

-Dalibor 

https://twitter.com/Mannix_F
https://twitter.com/cecidlcruz
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For the skimmer types, I wanted to include a quick overview of all the live 

or upcoming campaigns from our featured creators.  

From Tom Hutchinson [[ LIVE NOW ]] 

URSA MINOR: DRACULA RISING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Fish Lee [[ LIVE NOW ]] 

GREENZONE: LIFE IN THE BLOCKS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Anthony D. Stokes [[ COMING SOON ]] 

DECAY ISSUE 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Chuck Satterlee [[ LIVE NOW ]] 

OF BITTER SOULS OMNIBUS 

 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1016186425/ursa-minor-dracula-rising
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/chatanddraw/greenzone-life-in-the-blocks
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/decay/decay-issue-1-2-revenge-tour
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/monstersandmidways/of-bitter-souls-400-page-omnibus-drawn-by-norm-breyfogle
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1016186425/ursa-minor-dracula-rising
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/chatanddraw/greenzone-life-in-the-blocks
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/decay/decay-issue-1-2-revenge-tour
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/monstersandmidways/of-bitter-souls-400-page-omnibus-drawn-by-norm-breyfogle
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From big brand partnerships with Aspen Comics to inde-

pendently launching their first action figures, Big Dog Ink has 

been pushing the indie publishing envelope for a long time. At 

the wheel? Why it’s  

Tom Hutchinson 
 

For those in the know, Big Dog Ink has been around for 

quite a while in the indie space. What would you say is 

the secret behind your staying power? 

Creative diversity for one. I write a number of different genre 

styles from super heroes to westerns to horror and well be-

yond. Even smaller niche tings like kaiju. Having something for 

essentially anyone that walks up to our booth at a convention 

lets us point new readers in the right direction when they don't know anything 

about us. I'm a pop culture guy myself so one someone says "OK I like Buffy" or 

"OK I like monster movies" I can point them to something sitting right on the table 

and tell them all about it. Connection between creator and reader/fan/collector is a 

big part of our success as well. I'm very active on social media talking about mov-

ies and TV and comics and engaging not only with other creators but with our fans 

and followers as well. 

  

What was your first work that you felt was ready for public 

consumption? 

I dropped my first books as soon as they were done. There was no 

moment of thought as to whether it was ready for 

"prime time" or not. It was done and I was happy and 

excited and it was sent to Diamond and retail stores. 

We had great initial sales success with Penny for Your 

Soul and that put us on the map fairly quickly in the eyes of the bad 

girl fans and art collectors. From there Critter, Legend of Oz and Ur-

sa Minor followed and we continued to grow our fan base through the 

various genres. 

  

Ursa Minor is celebrating ten years, you just successfully crowdfunded 

your first Action Figure line for Crittter. With decades under your belt and 

behind some of these characters, are they now where you thought they 

would be when you started?  

All the books I write were lined up and plotted through well before we got out first 

book in stores. They are MOSTLY where I expected, but there are fun twists and 

turns in the stories that were unexpected even for me. I write organically, mean-

ing I listen to the story and the characters as I go and sometimes they suggest 

things I hadn't considered. That keeps the writing fun for me as a sort of choose 

your own adventure and I decide if I'm taking that suggested path or not...or sav-

ing it for down the road. But overall, the bullet points of the plots are on course 

and I just want to get more and more out to our supporters. 
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Have you ever given up on a project? 

Never. But that doesn't mean there isn't a 

shifting of projects if something stalls. I have 

a number of story ideas that people have no 

clue I'm even contemplating much less work-

ing on. But it's all back burner stuff and each 

gets attention as it is available. I have a lot 

happening right up front with the obvious 

things we are doing like Ursa Minor, but be-

hind the scenes I'm always creating new 

things and it's simply a matter of timing as to 

when they are ready to be brought to BDI 

fans. 

  

Is there a project that you’ve never gotten 

around to, but still want to write? 

Like I said, I have dozens of things I want to write, 

and I will get to them all one way or another. Now if 

you mean externally from Big Dog Ink...oh yes. I 

started reading comics with Godzilla #16 from Mar-

vel. That's where I began my comic book journey so 

to be able to write a Godzilla story would be the ab-

solutely icing on my comic book creator's cake. 

 

 

There you have it—as many projects 

as you can put out, there will always 

be another story to tell.  

 

Now scroll, flip, or whatever you do to 

to get to the next page, as we have a 

special preview of the first ever issue 

of Ursa Minor! 
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Hot, right? I know you’re bought in.  

 

Well now’s the time to buy in for real! Ursa Minor is on Kickstarter 

RIGHT NOW 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1016186425/ursa-minor-dracula-rising
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1016186425/ursa-minor-dracula-rising
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This is a story I wrote as a stream of consciousness years ago, and have 

polished and refined over the years. It still feels incomplete, and at points 

rushed, but I still like the idea. It feels like a good framing device. Some-

thing to maybe write more stories in. I’m taking submissions, let’s make 

an anthology. 

— 

AT THE END OF THE DAY 

By Dalibor Žujović 

 

A middle-aged man sits in his chair reading the newspaper. With a sigh of disgust, 

he pulls the paper away from him and looks out the window. 

Again, he thinks. Again, they’ve managed to let the clearly guilty go free. Thirty 

people are dead, and because of “inconsistent procedural adherence” the son of a 

bitch goes free. It’s a fucking joke. He stands and walks to his balcony. Orange 

and red paints his face as he stares at the sunset. He should burn. Fucking scum 

should all burn. 

 

ONE YEAR LATER 

 

“The mob’s getting restless, Andy.” Eric Dwyer has been the press secretary for 

the DA for six months. He was brought on to deal with the impact of the Huntsman 

case going to trial. The city has been erupting in violence over the opposing view-

points.” The Huntsman” managed to kill seventy-three individuals before being 

caught.  

“Eric, the mob’s always restless. Someone must tell them that this monster will 

hang for his crimes.” 

The doors of City Hall open, and the crowd freezes. A dead silence falls over a 

gathering of thousands, as they wait for the results of the trial. 

Andrew Jackson, the youngest DA the city’s ever elected steps up to the micro-

phone. He was hand-picked to lead this case because his relentless dedication to 

the law. 

“Ladies and gentlemen— “Before he could speak, the doors behind him again 

opened, and Robert Huntley steps out. He offers no resistance, but is notably 

handcuffed, and escorted by ten armed guards. 

The crowd remains silent, as a single reporter directs her microphone toward 

Huntley. He stops, and looks at the crowd, then speaks into the microphone. 

“A hundred years from now, no one will remember this day. But no matter what, I 

go to my end knowing I did what was right. Every single one of those people was 

scum; they got away with murder, rape, and worse. All because of errors made in 

due process. What I did was wrong in the eyes of the law, but it was the right 

thing to do. At the end of the day, you must stand for what is right, even if every-

one is against you.” 
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100 YEARS LATER 

 

It’s the third damn day. When the hell are they going to run out of bombs? John 

Jackson, leader of the Free-Thinking Party, de-facto leader of the government-

dubbed “Insurgent Rebels,” watches from his secure post in the mountainside. It’s 

getting ridiculous. He looks around his bunker; three guards, underfed and over 

worked. We’re damn near out of supplies, and they don’t seem to be slowing 

down. Dwyer and his boys better make it back soon, or we’re going to starve to 

death before they bomb us to kingdom come.  

The door busts open, and a winded young woman stands in the frame. “The sen-

tries spotted Dwyer’s men!” 

Jackson runs out behind the young woman, followed by his three guards, with re-

newed spirits. As they near the compound’s entrance, they see the doors close, 

and three men, overloaded with bags standing there. 

“Phillip, where’s Rick? Where’s Rick, damnit?” 

A young man, not over 20, looks up at him, with a dark face. 

“He stayed behind, sir. General Dwyer said to go to Delta Protocol.” 

“That son of a bitch!” John stands there, angry, with tears falling from his eyes. He 

raises his hand to his chest, and grabs his two-way, pushing the button. He sniffs 

and takes a deap breath. “Delta Protocol, everyone.  Now. Get below and gather 

all the weapons. We push forward in five hours. Remember people we’re standing 

up for what’s right. At the end of the day, they will remember that.” 

 

100 YEARS LATER 

 

An eager young boy raises his hand in class. “Miss Jackson?” 

“Yes, Billy?” She smiles at him and waits for his question. 

“Miss Jackson, why is it that we say the pledge every day?” 

“Billy, it’s because two hundred years ago, one man had the courage to stand for 

what was right. Because of him, one hundred years ago, a lot of people stood for 

what was right. And every free day we have in this world, we must remember to 

do the same, lest we fall into the darkness. Will you lead us in the pledge?” 

Without an answer, Billy stands up, tall as a fourth grader can, and recites what 

he’s been taught since he could talk. “I pledge allegiance to the Truth, and pure 

and swift Justice; to the World, and every soul in it, and swear to stand for what’s 

right at the end of the day.” 
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As the list of people I was introduced to through TikTok 

grows, people start falling into categories. At the top of 

the Educator and Freelancer game is the man, the myth, 

the legend, 

FISH LEE 
 

Let’s get some self-promotion out of the way – Besides 

Greenzone: Life in the Blocks what else are you creat-

ing out in the world? 

I'm also Illustrating "Kevin Terry Is Fivestar" also published 

by Freestyle Komics and will soon be available for purchase 

at www.fsknow.com  the latest issue on "The Sentinels" I 

penciled will soon be going out to backers, and will "The In-

dieversity Project" but Eric N. Bennett featuring DOZENS of 

awesome worlds for MANY indie publishers!  And I will be Il-

lustrating the next issue of  "Power Company" coming out by 

the end of the year...  but by the end of 2022 I hope to switch over to just Illus-

trating Greenzone full-time. 

  

Have you always been a comic book creator, or is this some-

thing that came to you later in life?  

I've always been creating comics, stories, and characters my whole 

life...  but I only managed to turn it into a JOB in my 40's!  I've al-

ways worked as an artist in some fashion. either in T-shirts, signs, 

murals, or logo and business card design.  I love finally getting to 

live my dream job now.  sure, I make per DAY now what I used to 

make per HOUR doing logo design... but I'm always working with a 

great group of clients, that are used to working with artists, and 

they are always SUPER excited to see the finished pages!  the joy and stress free 

work life is WELL worth the pay cut.  I'm so much happier now, and more fulfilled 

on so many levels. 

  

What was your first piece that you felt was ready for public consumption, 

and can we see it somewhere still?  

For years I was crippled by my severe Tourette's syndrome, 

which kept me shaking so violently I couldn't feed myself, much 

less draw.  when things started to get a little better I volun-

teered to illustrate  issue 9 &10 "The Creatur" (no E at the end 

for some reason) for my friend Quentin Bennet at 

www.severecomics.com just to see if my skills were back up to 

snuff and ready to try working on one of my own 

books.  through a friend of a friend I saw a post on FB and land-

ed my first paying gig in indie comics inking the book "Empyrean 

Command" for Andrew Rowland which is is still available on 

www.indyplanet.com 

http://www.fsknow.com
http://www.severecomics.com
http://www.indyplanet.com
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 Have you ever given up on a project, and if so why?  

After a hurtful but honest review of my work by Erik Larson, I 

made a promise to myself I would NEVER again put out any ug-

ly work for any reason.  didn't matter how much they paid, or 

how short the deadline, or how big a jerk the client is...  this job 

will be done the best I possibly can.  You don't ever have to 

work for them again if you don't want to... but this job will look 

the best it can.   you won't be standing there to explain to the 

reader WHY it looks bad.  they just see your name, and bad art, 

and think that's the kind of work you do.    there has only been ONE client since 

that I had to refund his money and cancel the job.  he kept demanding I make the 

piece look bad.  demanding that one character with a cube for a head be shown 

with both his face AND the side of his head showing completely... I explained that 

you can't see both sides FLAT at the same time, and it was around this time I real-

ized he didn't have the best gripe on reality.  this was on the 20th round of revi-

sions ( I rarely have ANY revisions) and it became clear he was never going to be 

happy, and I refused to make an ugly drawing I was ashamed of, because it would 

have my name on it.  to which he replied "I was never going to credit you anyway, 

so no one will know!"  I apologized for not being able to satisfy him and refunded 

his money in full.   he proceeded to message me THOUSANDS of times over the 

next week, threatening to sue me in the supreme court for copyright infringement 

because I drew his copyrighted characters... AT HIS REQUEST!  he blasted me all 

over social media for being a thief, etc...  it was nuts!   the funny thing was... he 

had SUCH a horrible reputation on line, and had burned HUNDREDS of artists over 

the years... by the end of the week I had a dozen people reach out and offer me 

jobs to make up for the money I lost working with him.  I made 3 times the mon-

ey and added 5 regular clients to my roster!  (the crazy guy ended up stealing the 

low res proof of my art anyway and ruining it and paying some other poor sap to 

color it...  but you can't fix crazy) 

 

You provide a lot of free indie comics education, you work on tons of other 

creators’ projects, and of course your own books. I have 

to ask, do you sleep? How about water, are you staying 

hydrated? 

LOL... I have about an hour or two when I wake up that I drink 

my coffee and scroll social media while I watch the 

news...  then I turn off the TV, put on my music, and start to 

work... and keep working until I start dozing off at my computer 

at night.  then go to bed, lather, rinse, repeat.   sometimes 

people get frustrated that social media shows me "online and 

active" but they don't get an immediate response...  but they don't understand 

how much I work.  right now with the Kickstarter coming, I'm regularly putting in 

16 hr days, I MEAN to get back to people, but between the amount of work and 

the volume of messages I get... a "hi" gets lost in the sea of messages that HAVE 

to returned to my publisher, artists I commissioned for variant covers, clients, 

etc… 

 

 

Go ahead and turn the page to get a taste of Greenzone! 
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What a sample, right?  

Get going then!  

Greenzone: Life in the Blocks is on Kickstarter now! 

Click the link below and get your copy! 

 

 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/chatanddraw/greenzone-life-in-the-blocks
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Years ago, I met a young artist at a Chicago comic con who had a very 

unique style—at least unique to me at that time. Very exaggerated forms, 

almost caricature-like characters, but still so very much superhero and 

detailed and sci-fi and all of the things I loved. His was one of the very 

first sketchbooks I purchased and one of the few I go back to constantly 

just to truly enjoy a different approach to some classic characters and in-

teresting concepts. And then he also does this beautiful, realistic depic-

tions of characters and creatures with incredible shadow and ink work. So 

it made sense that when he partnered with Kings Wild to work on this 

Mistborn card set, I was absolutely going to buy it. I have never read 

Mistborn, but I love the art, and so I share with you a sampling of work by 

 

GREGORY TITUS 
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Now that you’ve had a 

taste, go and follow 

Greg’s work: 

www.gregorytitus.com 

Instagram: @gregorytitus 

http://www.gregorytitus.com/
https://www.instagram.com/gregorytitus/
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I’m a member of several indie comics groups on Facebook, and I always check 
out projects that I see shared. In just such a manner I was introduced to  

CHUCK SATTERLEE 

 

Looking at your bibliography, you’ve been creating for a long time. Have you 
always been passionate about writing comics? 

I grew up across the street as a only child … from a 
comic book store… in Chicago in the 70s. My bedroom 
looked down on the big gigantic panels outside the 
store that took the place of windows. Huge paintings 
of Batman, Captain America, Superman and the rest 
of the big guys. To say I was passionate about comics 
in general from an early age is an understatement. 
Comics helped raise me. My mom had to work… a lot. 
I spent a lot of time at that store… annoying the own-
er. But writing comics was a different story. In 1986… 
I read Frank Miller’s The Dark Knight Returns and my head exploded. I knew I wanted 
to write comics but had no idea how to do it. So I learned. I read anything and every-
thing. In 1995, I self-published a book through Diamond called AGONY ACRES and 
learned a bunch. And from there… I just kind of kept learning and hopefully… getting 
better.  

 

What was the first work you created that you felt was ready for public con-
sumption?  

AGONY ACRES was published by … me & a partner … in 1995. I 
was proud of it at the time but looking back… it wasn’t ready for 
prime time. But you asked for the first one I felt was ready and 
so that was it. I showed an ashcan to George Perez and he was 
nice enough to offer to ink our covers so he perpetuated my 
fantasy that it was good. George Perez is amazing and he gave 
us credibility. But really… that series was not very good, looking 
back.  

 

With such a broad catalog of work, have you ever given up on a project? 

Nah. 
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Everything, even the stuff I didn’t do yet… is filed in the “do it later” category. So no.  

 

When you sit down to write something new, do you start 
with a character, a plot, or something else? 

When you’re creative… as I claim to be… and hope I am… inspira-
tion comes from everywhere. On a bus when seeing a billboard or 
interesting person… middle of the night when waking up and going 
to the bathroom… anywhere. But when writing the script for an ac-
tual project… I start with notes, then an outline… then I go straight 
to scripting. That said, when I finish a script, I’ll ultimately rewrite 
the damn thing at least a few times. By the time an artist sees it, it 
has probably been scripted and rescripted 5-6 times.  

 

What is the best/most challenging thing about publishing independently? 

The best thing is no bosses telling me to do this or to do that. But that also brings with 
it a duty to be your own editor. Also… when you are self-publishing… it is all on you. 
So… good… and bad.  

 

 

Wise words from an indie mainstay creator. If you’re already interested in the 
work, wait no longer and click/tap the photo below to go to the Kickstarter 
page for the Of Bitter Souls Omnibus!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you need a little more convincing, scroll on and check out the first chapter of 
that very story! 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/monstersandmidways/of-bitter-souls-400-page-omnibus-drawn-by-norm-breyfogle
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In February, I virtually attended Virtuous Con and had an opportunity to 

talk with a ton of new people, including an author who I would absolutely 

describe as a rising star in the fantasy genre,  

 

BRYAN D. 

COVINGTON 
 

 

Have you always wanted to write or did you find that passion more re-

cently? 

I've always loved writing. Poetry was 1st. It was a great help through those teen-

age years. I wrote and did visual arts then, but adulting makes me choose nowa-

days. 

 

I recently finished my first complete work 

which I say basically wrote itself since I 

went in with no plan. When you began 

work on Between Magic and Dreams, did 

you sit down and plan out the whole se-

ries of books, or just start writing one 

chapter at a time? 

Oh, I went in with only the 1st book planned. 

Books 2 and 3 set themselves up as I wrote. 

What was originally going to be a stand-alone 

novel became the beginning of a trilogy by its 

final words. 

 

When you hit a roadblock in your work, how do 

you get over it? 

Well... not to sound cocky, but I don't get writer's 

block. I create my outline / beat sheet and then I al-

ways know what the next major steps are. For me, 

the space between the events are where the fun is. 

 

Is there a project that you’ve never gotten 

around to, but still want to write? 

Aww man! Indeed there is. I have a sci-fi piece I've 

been wanting to do. Between Magic and Dreams just 

won the coin toss of which one I'd work on first. Actu-
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ally, I've already made moves to intertwine the two stories.  

 

What is the best/most challenging thing about publishing independently? 

For me, the best part is being able to work and create on my own terms. I control 

the narrative. The challenging part is EVERYTHING ELSE! What you get out of your 

books is driven solely by what you pour into them. I've had to overcome a series 

of insecurities and mental hurdles to build a following, build bridges, build momen-

tum.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you like what you’ve read so far, check out the work:  

Between Magic and Dreams— Audible | Kindle | HC | Paperback  

Between Magic and Dreams : Reclamation— Kindle | HC | Paperback 

If you’d like a taste before you buy, go to the next page and check out a 

sample from the first chapter of Between Magic and Dreams! 

https://amzn.to/3JujUNx
https://amzn.to/3JvbcOK
https://amzn.to/3KsYyBl
https://amzn.to/379rpfB
https://amzn.to/3jlvX57
https://amzn.to/3Jy5LyG
https://amzn.to/3KzKYMv
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Chapter One 
 Kwen anxiously checks his watch for the time as the train races him to his 

morning classes. With each bump and turn, the plastic blue seating proves unfor-

giving. The other passengers grasp for armrests and railings to keep their balance, 

desperately hoping not to fall into the strangers around them.  

 Glancing out the windows, Kwen catches the familiar sight of purplish-blue 

light columns that seemingly hold up the sky. The so-called “New Light”. They 

crawl across the cityscape as clouds do across the sky. The train enters a tunnel 

and for a moment the rail car is awash with coolness and fluorescent light from 

flickering bulbs. When the train emerges out the other side, red light floods in.  

 Kwen and everyone around him plaster their faces to the windows to get a 

better view of what’s happening outside. Both the sky and the city are ablaze. A 

cacophony of cries, wails, and screams bombards Kwen’s ears.  

 The light columns are much brighter now and crammed with people piled as 

high as the eye can see. They seem to be trying to break free of their luminous 

prisons. The noise is deafening but even over the rumble of the train and the 

sounds of despair, there came something louder.  

 A deep and terrible roar presses in on them from all angles. Kwen pushes 

his way through the crowd to see what was happening in the car ahead of them. 

To his further surprise, the windows to the train car explode in succession.  

 Passengers scramble about trying to avoid the lacerating winds around 

them. One after another with increasing speed, the windows burst inward as the 

roar grows louder, and just as the glass to the door Kwen’s looking through starts 

to blast into his face—  

 His alarm clock goes off.  

 Kwen shoots upright with a yelp, squinting around his room as he pants for 

breath. A cold sweat covers his forehead and he groans as he flops back down, 

staring blankly at the ceiling.  

 The alarm continues to buzz, and he knows he can’t simply lay there all day. 

He rolls out of bed and slaps at his alarm clock. Sitting on the edge of the bed, he 

runs his fingers through his locked hair. It’s black with red ends and short but he’s 

trying to grow it out.  

 He collects himself. The air in his bedroom is crisp and chills the perspiration 

on his skin. Rubbing his eyes, he looks out the window at his obstructed view of 

the city.  

 Looks like another cold one, he thinks, taking in the gray sky perforated 

with New Light.  

 He kicks aside a game controller on his way to the pile of unfolded laundry. 

After selecting the least wrinkled garments and completing his morning grooming 

rituals, he grabs his backpack and heads out the door. Once down the hall and the 

three flights of stairs to get outside, he’s just a parking lot away from the bus 

stop.  

 Kwen checks his watch and finds he has plenty of time to get to class. It is 

indeed cold out today. Luckily someone left a newspaper at the stop. Kwen places 
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it on the metal bench, using it as insulation.  

 He’s just about to sit down when something odd catches his eye. There’s a 

garden gnome in the grass right by the bus stop. Kwen frowns looking around. 

Who would leave that there and why? Feeling like those tiny eyes are watching 

him, he purposely turns his back to it and tells himself it’s nothing to worry about. 

Just people being weird.  

 After a few moments of waiting, an older gentleman joins him and sits unu-

sually close. Uncomfortably so for Kwen. He busies himself by syncing his new 

headphones to his cellphone and looking for video streams with anything of inter-

est.  

 He finds himself watching something he usually tries to avoid— the news. 

The reporter is a woman probably in her thirties. Her makeup is so badly done its 

laughable. She’s speaking of paranormal activities taking place all over Atlanta. 

 Kwen perks up at this. The paranormal is a topic he has a fondness for. The 

news tends to blow things out of proportion, though. He humors them and listens 

for the moment. 

 “—Have been suffering from missing time. They’ve disappeared for hours 

and have no idea where they were or how long they were gone. They all appear to 

be unharmed but badly shaken. The other phenomena are a bit more difficult to 

describe.  

 In earlier studies, scientists pronounced ‘New Light’ harmless. People ex-

posed to it passively or otherwise had shown no ill effects. Their studies as of late 

have uncovered more of its properties, though. We send you now live to Seattle. 

Scientist Eric Dahlia reports.”  

 “Uh, thank you, Ann. These columns of augmented light are the result of an 

ongoing project involving the ionosphere. Certain light waves are present that 

weren’t before.  

 What we’ve uncovered about the New Light, from the data we received from 

Atlanta, is truly nothing to be alarmed about. They don’t pose a threat through ra-

diation or any other means. Their color and intensity have deviated slightly from 

when it first appeared.  

 Some folks can’t even see these changes in the phenomenon, but it has the 

resemblance of dissolved sugar swirling about in colored water. These fluctuations 

in the intensities of the types of light which creates new-light are now showing en-

ergy emissions produced by the planet itself. All in all, it’s merely a light show pro-

vided by good ol’ Mother Earth.”  

 Dahlia smiles through crooked pearly whites as though he’d sold a bucket of 

shit to a pig farmer.  

 “Well, there you have it. Thank you, Dr. Dahlia, for putting concerned minds 

at ease,” states the reporter although her facial expression is notably far from 

ease. “In other news, we’re bumping into record lows this holiday season so bun-

dle up, Atlanta.”  

 Kwen has his own thoughts about ‘mother Earth’s light show’. Since the ap-

pearance of the New Light a year ago, people began behaving strangely. Well, 

stranger than before. The accounts of oddness start to build up in his head as the 

bus pulls to the curb and wrecks his train of thought.  
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 He gets up, steps toward the open doors, and gestures for the older gent to 

get on and grab a seat first. The old man merely stares at Kwen with intense eyes 

but no facial expression.  

 Kwen shrugs and enters the bus with transit card in hand. After hearing the 

satisfying beep indicating the successful payment of his fare, he scans the bus for 

an available seat.  

 He takes an aisle one next to a young lady who immediately clutches her 

purse and inches closer to the wall of the bus. It stings, but he pretends not to no-

tice. A few minutes pass and the driver makes one of many stops. Kwen takes the 

opportunity to find another seat considering how the ride already seems longer sit-

ting next to this lady.  

 “Excuse me,” Kwen mutters while moving to another seat and watching the 

white-knuckled grip loosen on the woman’s purse. Now at a window seat further 

back in the bus, he can see the city pass by and wonder about what’s really going 

on with the New Light.  

 In recent weeks people had started congregating at the base of the col-

umns. Some bask in the light or even sleep in any particularly slow-moving ones 

through the night. Kwen can’t help but wonder what they see. What draws them in 

like moths to a flame?  

 Dink! rings the dented stop-request bell. The bus whines to a halt and some 

riders leave and a few step on, new faces Kwen tries to ignore, which will be a bit 

more difficult now.  

 His phone has died. The useless piece of tech is currently slipped into his 

jacket pocket, but he keeps his headphones in place in hopes it will deter any un-

wanted conversations. Six stops later the bus arrives at Midtown station.  

 The platform is congested with the morning crowd and Kwen is forced to 

make a mad dash for the train. The departure tone has sounded, and the doors 

are about to close. Pushing through a group of tourists trying to get their bearings, 

he stumbles a bit and slips past the closing doors just in time.  

 The recent influx of tourists keeps the platforms crowded. Winded, he looks 

for a seat but decides to post up by the doors since campus is only three stops 

away. The train pulls away from the station and Kwen’s mind wanders.  

 He snaps back when a passenger exclaims, “Wow!”  

 “I know, right?” Replies her seat mate.  

 “Wait. Lemme see again?”  

 “Sure, but stop making a scene, Becka,” she says lowering her sunglasses.  

 Kwen puts up his hood to hide how intently he’s paying attention to their 

conversation.  

 “Does it feel any different?” Becka asks.  

 “No. I didn’t even know it happened until I looked in the mirror this morn-

ing. It’s cute, huh?”  

 “I’m so jealous. Did your mom freak when she saw?” Becka inquires while 

leaning in for a closer look.  
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 “Not really. I think she’s a little jealous too, though. She had been doing 

those stand-in things with her group for weeks and she hasn’t picked up anything. 

All I did was walk through one of those light beams and the next day this ap-

peared.”  

 “Honestly, Amber, I wouldn’t try to hide it. It looks so cool,” Becka squeals 

and Kwen winces at the high-pitched noise. “Besides, if anyone gets weird about it 

you can just say it’s a contact.” The train slows to a stop and Kwen hears the click 

of what he assumes is them taking a selfie.  

 Oh, I gotta see this, Kwen thinks as the girls stand to exit. He pulls back his 

hood as they approach the doors and briefly makes eye contact with Amber. One 

of her eyes is brown and the other a brilliant purple. He quickly blinks and affixes 

his gaze on the advert behind them. Now his mind is rushing with questions and 

ideas.  

 Is that why people gather in and around the light? What could her mom be 

hoping to ‘pick up’ from it? Does it affect everyone differently?  

 The train continues its path. Kwen starts looking each passenger in the face 

searching for the same eye coloration affliction as he saw in Amber. It doesn’t es-

cape him, though, that he probably shares the same intense look as the old guy 

he tried to let on the bus.  

 Kwen begins spotting people around his area who have odd colored eyes, 

out-of-place expressions, and then weird clothes. An eye rub and double take lat-

er, all seems fine and ordinary. He face-palms himself.  

 Now I’m paranoid.  

 Kwen stares out the windows for the duration of the ride. There’s already so 

much on his mind and the day hasn’t even started yet. When he reaches his stop, 

he exits the train and freezes on the platform.  

 “Another one?” He mutters to himself. “No, not the same one. Stop freaking 

yourself out, man.”  

 But he can’t deny the fact that there is an exact replica of the gnome from 

the bus stop there on the platform. People bustle around him and he hurries to 

move on.  

 He strolls toward campus quickly. His watch shows he has about forty-five 

minutes before class, so he slows, deciding to take his time getting there. Leaves 

crunch underfoot with each step and the breezy morning air chills his skin.  

 The light traffic passing by worries him a bit. There had been a sharp rise in 

accidents as of late; mostly of single cars careening off the highway into a barrier 

or off road into the woods.  

 In auto-pilot leaving his mind to wander, Kwen bumps shoulders with a 

passerby. Good thing he’s not driving. He’d be right in line with all those other idi-

ots.  

 “My bad,” Kwen chirps. He half turns to see whom he collided with but only 

sees the back of the person.  

 “No worries, lad,” the guy mutters without even a backward glance.  

 Kwen pauses, watching the figure stride farther off and trying to place the 
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accent. Then he adjusts his backpack and quickens his pace. A few minutes later 

he reaches campus.  

 From its outer edge, he sees it’s as abuzz with activity as it is every morn-

ing about this time. Students are sitting on benches and steps awaiting someone 

from the staff to unlock the doors.  

 He removes his backpack to put the headphones away, then heads over to 

join the students in waiting. As he kneels to unzip his backpack, two shadows fall 

over him. He looks up to find what appears to be two homeless men. They look 

rough around the edges and smell of aged urine and alcohol.  

 “Spare some change, buddy?”  

 “Uh, well...” Kwen starts, “I have some, but I need it for the vending ma-

chines. Not much time between classes for a real lunch, you know?” Lies. “Vending 

machines?” Chimes the second homeless gentleman. “Me n’ Larry luh dem snacks. 

Don’t we, Larry?”  

 Kwen stands, feeling a little uncomfortable. He suddenly feels hot in the 

chilly December air.  

 Desperately, he looks past the vagrants to the common grounds hoping to 

catch someone’s eye. Anyone who might be able to come save him from these 

guys before things get any weirder.  

 “Yeah, Benny. In fact, it ain’t even gotta be change. We take cash too, col-

lege boy,” Larry says, reaching slowly into the pocket of his tattered overcoat. “Ya 

got any cash?”  

 … 

 

And we’ll leave you hanging there! If you’re enjoying the story so far, 

check out Between Magic and Dreams! 

 

Between Magic and Dreams— Audible | Kindle | HC | Paperback  

Between Magic and Dreams : Reclamation— Kindle | HC | Paperback 

https://amzn.to/3JujUNx
https://amzn.to/3JvbcOK
https://amzn.to/3KsYyBl
https://amzn.to/379rpfB
https://amzn.to/3jlvX57
https://amzn.to/3Jy5LyG
https://amzn.to/3KzKYMv
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Another chance encounter in an indie comics group on 

Facebook, this next creator is producing a compelling 

series dealing with death, rebirth, and a lot more! Let’s 

have a chat with  

 

ANTHONY D STOKES 
 

 

Is Decay your first project? If so, do you have plans to make other comics 

or if not, what else is out there with your name on it? 

Decay is my very first project. I've been writing for 15 years so it was very nice to 

finally get something out there. I'm working on a pseudo-sequel to Decay right 

now. I feel as if I'll be making comic books for the foreseeable future.  

 

I noticed in issue 1 of Decay that there is an ab-

sence of sound – onomatopoeia. Is there a story-

telling reason for this, or just aesthetic? 

Its purely aesthetic. If you see a gun go off your mind 

thinks "BANG" you don't need the word spelled out for 

you. My artist Marcelo does amazing work and I try to 

cover up his art as little as possible. Also I think it 

helps with readability. I've seen comic book pages that 

are almost 50% text and it makes my eyes hurt. You'll 

notice there's a lot of pages that don't have text at all 

which allows for more visual storytelling which is im-

portant since I'm working in a visual medium.  

 

Decay is a pretty recent series. Have you just recently decided to make 

comics, or has it been something you’ve always wanted to do? 

I started seriously considering making comic 

books in Summer 2019. I'm an aspiring filmmak-

er at heart but I love storytelling in general. Mak-

ing a comic book was more practical and that's 

where my focus went. I would really work in any 

medium of storytelling if the opportunity present-

ed itself.  

 

Is Decay going to be an ongoing series, or is there a planned ending? 

I started seriously considering making comic books in Summer 2019. I'm an aspir-

ing filmmaker at heart but I love storytelling in general. Making a comic book was 

more practical and that's where my focus went. I would really work in any medium 

of storytelling if the opportunity presented itself.  
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I did also notice a complete lack 

of any publisher branding on the 

comic. What has been the most 

challenging and/or rewarding as-

pect of publishing independently? 

The most rewarding aspect has been 

that I can do anything I want. I'm in 

complete control of my brand and at 

this point in time I couldn't imagine 

doing it any other way.  

The most challenging has been 

reaching out to people and getting no 

responses back. It's hard to tell if 

you're really making any progress 

until you hit that "Launch" button on 

Kickstarter. I can confidently say I 

will be looking for an independent 

publisher for my next comic book se-

ries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Decay is poised to hit Kickstarter 

soon with issue 2.  

In fact, go there now and click 

“Notify Me” so that you will be in-

formed when the campaign is live.  

Until then, enjoy this preview of the 

Issue 2 cover, and scroll on to the 

next page to read the entire first is-

sue! 

 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/decay/decay-issue-1-2-revenge-tour
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/decay/decay-issue-1-2-revenge-tour
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Sometimes you find that you have been partaking in content that was 

published by a company that’s been around almost as long as you’ve been 

reading comics. That’s exactly what happened when I found out that this 

little indie series—Java! - which I read years ago, was put out by a compa-

ny called Committed Comics, ran by Alejandro Cruz and  

international man of mystery,  

 

THOMAS DOHERTY 
 

Right out of the gate, with over 20 years of independent comic 

books under your belt, what are some secrets you’ve learned 

to maintaining a presence in an ever-

evolving industry? 

Wow that’s a really big questions. I mean 

from when I started Committed Comics in 

99 to now, I’ve learned a tremendous amount of se-

crets. Sadly, most of them I learned the hard way fall-

ing on my face and figuring out how to pick myself 

back up. I can say two things in that I think will help 

people; first is some advice that Jim Shooter gave me waaaaaay back in the late 

90’s – He said if you’re going to go into publishing take your time and use your 

own money. Coming from someone who has years of experience and tons of in-

vestors it was an interesting thing to say. The second “secret” I’ve learned is that I 

don’t know everything. I know this seems silly to some degree, but everyone 

wants to think they are always open minded but a lot of times we get rooted in our 

own ideas, mindsets, thoughts, and we can miss things. In the past I’ve lost a lot 

of opportunities by thinking something was a bad idea or I knew more than the 

person giving me advice/suggestions.  

 

With such a lengthy career, what drives you to keep making 

and publishing comics?  

This is really simple; I love the comic book industry. There is some-

thing incredible about the ability to tell stories and make dreams come 

true. I also get a huge kick out of walking into a comic shop and seeing 

my books on their shelves or meeting a fan at a show and them saying they read 

our books and really enjoyed it. The comic book industry is also a lot different than 

any other type of creative industry. It seems like we are more on each other’s 

teams than competing against one another. So feeding off other creators really 

helps too. 

 

After all this time and success, is it just love of indie comics 

or something else that keeps you from going to one of the 

“big two”?  

Well, the main reason I haven’t gone to the “big two” is because 
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they aren’t calling…no, but seriously: Even if they did I wouldn’t go work for them. 

The other companies have characters that I love and will always love but I find 

that the way they operate is more financially driven. Now with that said, of course 

it is…I mean we all want to sell books, independent or “big boy” but meaning that 

they will sacrifice storytelling just to try and gain a larger market share. Not realiz-

ing that by making choices like that they are potentially losing a larger market 

share. Perfect example all the times Marvel or DC changes a character to reflect a 

current trend or hot topic and then changing the character back a year later. If it’s 

good for the story then cool…if they are doing it just because it is a good PR 

move…then they wasted all the fan’s time. 

 

Who’s a creator you still haven’t, but want to 

work with and why?  

Oh, wow this is a tough one. I mean there are a 

ton of legendary creators out there who I respect 

and love. I am a HUGE Jack Kirby fan so if I ever 

got the chance to work with Mike Royer that would 

be incredible. The closest I ever got to working 

with Jack Kirby was when we had Dick Ayers do 

the cover to our very first printed project. The fact 

that Dick and Jack sat in the same bullpen was enough to put stars in my eyes. 

Some people don’t know this but a lot of creators asked to work with Jack back 

when he was pumping out a ton of work for Marvel and DC. Mike Royer was the 

only person who Jack asked to work with… 

 

What’s the next project we should all be watching for from Committed 

Comics?  

The project everyone should be on the lookout for is called: Annabelle. It’s from a 

super talented independent creator named Todd Rayner. Todd did a 4-issue mini-

series all on his own called, Icepick and Annabelle is from that series/universe. He 

came to us wanting to expand on the reach of the first spin off series from his cre-

ator owned universe and I was happy to work with him. He showed us that he has 

a similar drive and love for the comic book industry by doing everything on 

Icepick. This will be a 4-issue series with a story by Todd and artwork by newcom-

er Sergio Rey and the rest of the creative team to be announced. We are hoping to 

launch it by the end of the summer.  

 

So Sergio is expanding the reach of his series and 

you can too! Committed Comics takes submissions, 

so if your book is ready for a wider audience, check 

out their website! Make sure you follow across all 

their socials, I have it on good authority that some-

thing cool is on the horizon! 

IG: committed_eic 

Twitter: committedcomics 

Facebook: committedcomicspage 

http://committedcomics.com/
http://www.instagram.com/committed_eic
http://www.twitter.com/committedcomics
http://www.facebook.com/committedcomicspage
http://committedcomics.com/
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This is a list of indie books I read since the last issue and have loved. 

Look, I’m new to reading this. Not new to loving it, cer-

tainly not! I’ve been a fan of Marcus Williams for years! I 

bought Volume 1 of this book months ago! 

 

But I just read it recently.  

 

Trained in secret, descendants of the original Tuskegee 

Airmen are called upon to defend the world from … well 

you gotta read the book for that. High-flying action 

awaits you!  

 

Buy the book at https://tuskegeeheirs.com/ 

 

Remember when Image comics came out and all these 

badass heroes made the big companies shake in their 

booties? 

This book is a love letter to that era. 

Bombastic action, time travel shenanigans, and more!  

 

Check out The Phalanx and all the wonderful work from 

Jonathan Luna at https://jonathanluna.com/ 

Now I will warn you—this series is on hiatus currently. 

 

However there is quite a bit of story to read, with seven full issues 

complete, and a few pages of issue 8. Here’s the pitch: 

Jemma Heiss is the greatest art thief in the world, and she's about 

to start one of the most outrageous jobs of her career. This will take 

crime out of this world.  

 

Read it on WebToon or at https://conceptualheist.tumblr.com/ 

https://tuskegeeheirs.com/
https://jonathanluna.com/
https://www.webtoons.com/en/challenge/conceptual-heist/list?title_no=183448
https://conceptualheist.tumblr.com/
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 In a world full of superheroes, crime is minimal. 

 

But no matter what the statistics say, crimes still hap-

pen, and people still die. 

 

Max Buchanan’s just been promoted to work with the 

biggest superhero in the world. But when the biggest 

superhero in the world doesn’t want to help out the little 

guy, what is there left to do than take justice into your 

own hands? 

 

Check out Average Joe at Vivid Panel.  

He is the great Tyrant’s Headtaker.  

Nobody knows his identity. Only that he comes to 

mete out justice with the Wailing Blade—a relic of a 

long-forgotten time of technology. It wails with the 

anguished cries of the thousands of souls it’s sent 

to the great void. 

Feared and despised by the people for taking so 

many who are accused of crimes against the Tyrant, 

the Headtaker is called to the great city of Ordz to 

deliver justice again.  

 

Check out Wailing Blade at Comix Tribe or get it for 

your Kindle!  

 

 

I’m just going to say three words: 

 

Sasquatch 

 

In 

 

Space. 

 

 

Buy it at www.cosmicrootsstudio.com 

https://www.vivpanel.com/
http://www.comixtribe.com
https://amzn.to/3wVtVka
http://www.cosmicrootsstudio.com/
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As with every issue, I ask our creators to give a few tips and tricks for 

hopeful and aspiring creators. With such a collection of both new and sea-

soned talent, I am excited to get into the wise words shared this time 

around.  

 

First up, the creator of our main feature—Tom Hutchinson, of Big Dog Ink: 

This is always difficult because it's the most vague ques-

tion possible. Especially when you consider "creator" isn't 

a single thing. Writers get different tips than artists and 

colorists etc. But it all starts at the beginning. Decide why 

you want to make comics. Is it a hobby and for fun? Or 

do you want this to be a career? Both directions are fine 

but require different mental attitudes. 

Second I suppose would be prepared to be told no. A lot. 

And if you don't have the stomach for rejection, this 

might not be the place for you. It's 

hard and can be emotionally brutal. 

Have a thick skin and have a plan of attack for you and your 

creations. Don't let NO stop you from continuing on. 

Third would be don't get stuck in the past. The comic book in-

dustry doesnt work the same way it did 20 years ago...or even 

ten years ago. This is a new world with social media, web com-

ics, crowdfunding and more. Utilize it all to your advantage. The 

more you do the further ahead you push yourself in front of the 

people who are stuck in the systems of the past. 

 

Now to our newest creator, Anthony D Stokes: 

Tip #1 Don't be stingy with your PDFs. [Did you think I 

scanned those pages you read earlier? Wise words 

here!] If you're making a multi-issue series then giving out 

your Issue 1 can get you good feedback and more im-

portantly can get good word of mouth going for your pro-

jects. They cost nothing to distribute and can win over peo-

ple very quickly.  

Tip #2 This may not be a popular tip but focus on making 

sure your personal life is stable. You don't want to have to 

deal with real life stuff as well as worrying about making deadlines.  

Tip #3 Make it easy to become a fan. Sometimes I go to check out a comic book 

series and there's an appendix, an Issue 0, a novelization, etc. Too much lore can 

turn people off. All your favorite media franchises started off as something rela-

tively simple. Star Wars is the knights of the roundtable with laser swords. Start 

off simple.  
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With two books under his belt, Bryan Covington is right in that middle-

ground. Not new in the game, but not yet a veteran. Let’s see what the 

Between Magic and Dreams has for us: 

1. Stop talking and take action. Folks get so 

caught up in the excitement of an idea's poten-

tial that they forget to make the idea real. 

2. Get at least one mentor. Not only will they 

save you time and money with their experience, 

but any good mentor would want to see you 

succeed.  

3. No matter how slow going it may seem, 

DON'T STOP! Every step forward, no matter how 

small, is a step taken in the right direction.  

 

 

Now to get gems from a veteran of the indie 

comics game, Of Bitter Souls creator Chuck 

Satterlee:  

1)Illustrator, Letterer, colorist, writer… doesn’t 

matter. You must read and observe and practice… 

and not just comics. An artist should be practicing 

all the time and should draw things that are hard 

or that they suck at. A writer should read… EVERY-

THING they can. Etc. Practice and keep at it. 

2)Understand that this is also a business. So treat 

it as such. 

3)When you ask for advice of a established pro… a 

good thing to do is say thank you. Relationships 

matter in a small industry such as ours.  

And a bonus tip! 

I’d also suggest to not be a dick and to right now… understand 

that diversity is a great thing. If you can’t wrap yourself 

around the idea that different people tell different stories… 

then perhaps you’re living in the wrong era. Comics have never 

been better with all the wonderfully diverse people telling the 

stories of the characters we have loved for generations… and 

new stories as well.  

 

 

Another veteran of indie comics, Thomas Doherty of Committed Comics: 

1 – When getting a portfolio review listen. The person who is giving you a review 

is taking the time out of their schedule to provide (hopefully) constructive criticism 

on your work. Don’t try to justify the lines on the page to them. Just listen and fil-

ter out what they are saying afterwards. 
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2 – Treat the opportunity you get as a serious 

job. Many years ago, there was an artist who 

was given the opportunity to do some test pages 

for a large company at San Diego Comic Con. I 

was talking to that artist, and they said, “I’ll 

work on the pages when I get home after the 

show”. I told them that was a REALLY bad idea, 

and he should go back to his hotel and work on 

the pages right now. Even if he wouldn’t be able 

to get all of the sample pages done, he should 

get what he could do completed and then bring 

them to the show the next day and show the ed-

itor. He opted to not take my advice and after 

the show he sent the pages in and the opportunity never went anywhere. 

3 – Take creative breaks occasionally. A lot of times people get 

a great idea and try to execute the whole thing in one sitting 

(either writing or drawing). Sometimes that works great but 

more often than not, what happens is you start off strong and 

then start to lose steam or focus. Then by the end you have a 

product that isn’t as great or compelling as you had thought. 

It’s better to start strong with an idea and get a bunch done 

and then walk away for a little while. Even if it’s just to go to 

the kitchen and grab something to eat. During that time, you 

might find your brain go into a different direction and come up 

with something even better than your original concept. 

 

And finally, the man who does it all, Fish Lee blesses us with some quick 

and simple gems: 

A. DON'T SPEND THE MONEY UNTIL THE JOB IS FINISHED! 

B. Post often, and post regularly... always letting folks 

know you are available for commissions (if you are) 

C. ALWAYS do your best work, no matter what... it pays off 

BIG in the long run! 

 

- - - 

As for me, I have to hit you with something I’ve talked about multiple 

times in Catalyst, and several times in this very issue: participate in the 

community. If I hadn’t gone to Virtuous Con, who knows when I would 

have crossed paths with Bryan? If I wasn’t in Facebook indie comics 

groups, when would I have gotten to read Decay? If I was not on TikTok, 

would I ever have found out about Greenzone, or for that matter 

FiveStar? If you want to make things happen—whether it’s comics or an-

other industry—participating in that community is going to be the most 

important thing to move you forward. You want really tangible proof? Do 

a quick Google search on the impact of #BookTok on book sales in the last 

two years. Participate in the community where you want to make things 

happen.  
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The whole point here is to get you the reader to interact with, consume, 

and ideally spend money with the creators I’ve spotlighted in this maga-

zine. Below you will find a list of everybody’s websites and social media 

tags. Go buy something you bums! 

FISH LEE 

www.mrfishcomics.com 

Facebook - mrfishcomics 

TikTok - mr.fish.comics 

 

TOM HUTCHINSON / BIG DOG INK 

www.bigdogink.com 

Facebook - bigdogcomics 

Instagram/Twitter - bdicomics 

 

ANTHONY D STOKES 

www.decaycomic.com 

Facebok - DecayComicBook 

Instagram - decaycomic 

Twitter - StokesTheWriter 

 

BRYAN COVINGTON 

www.betweenmagicanddreams.com 

Facebook/Instagram - betweenmagicanddreams 

Twitter - Deedle_Deedeee 

 

THOMAS DOHERTY / COMMITTED COMICS 

www.committedcomics.com 

Facebook - CommittedComicsPage    

Instagram - committedeic 

Twitter - committedcomics  

 

CHUCK SATTERLEE / DEFECTIVE COMIX 

www.defectivecomix.com 

http://www.mrfishcomics.com
http://www.bigdogink.com
https://www.decaycomic.com/
https://www.betweenmagicanddreams.com/
http://www.committedcomics.com
https://defectivecomix.com/
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Instagram - satterleechuck 

Twitter - comicschuck 

 

GREGORY TITUS 

www.gregorytitus.com 

Facebook - gregorymatilda 

Instagram - gregorytitus 

 

DALIBOR ZUJOVIC / NEXUS  

www.nexus.studio  

Facebook/Instagram— nexusstudiosinc  

Twitter— nexusstudios  

www.t3g.media  

YouTube/Instagram/Facebook/Twitter— T3GMedia  

www.TheCatalyst.digital  

Facebook - CatalystPub  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you would like to be featured in Catalyst, get in touch via Facebook or email.  

contact@thecatalyst.digital  

http://www.gregorytitus.com/
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